Att lyckas med en lean transformation
Robert Kusén Head of SSAB ONE
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En annan ledningsfilosofi…



En avsikt att bidra till
mänskligheten i ett 5-500 års
”En idé värd att kämpa för”



Kunden först
Respekt för människan
Eliminering av slöseri



Standardisering - Normalläge
Jidoka - Rätt från mig
Just In Time - Kundbehovet styr
Kaizen - Lära och förbättra



Hur vi arbetar med utgångspunkt
från vision, värderingar och
principer. Detta utvecklas ständigt!



Säkerhet/Arbetsmiljö/Utveckling
Kvalitet
Leveransprecision (rätt tid)
Resurseffektivitet
Flödeseffektivitet
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Corporate presentation
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2 systemfel som Lean vill lösa
 Flöde istället för silos

 Självförbättrande system

istället för ordergivning och
kontroll

Level of maturity

5 phases to become a mature Lean entity

1.
Projects

2.
Strategic
declaration

3.
Integration

4.
Management driven

5.
New culture and system
embedded

(New leadership and management
behavior)

(Ever increasing speed in continuous
improvement)

(System change)
(Vision, values
and principles)

(Tools)
Time (5-15 years)
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Hur bygga upp en transformationsplan?
1. Etablera kritisk kunskapsnivå och övertygelse i högsta

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

ledningen
Ta fram beskrivningen av den egna ledningsfilosofin
(Vision, värderingar och principer)
Ta fram en transformationsplan med långsiktigt perspektiv
Organisera coacher som stöttar cheferna att själva leda
transformationen
Säkra att strategin harmoniserar med ledningsfilosofin
Följ upp transformationen som en integrerad del av
verksamhetsuppföljningen.
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SSAB ONE All in strategy 2015-2018
The SSAB strategy for the SSAB ONE transformation

Why SSAB ONE?
As many organizations around the world SSAB is struggling to reach a
sufficient development speed. To maintain or increase the gap
to competition whilst creating sustainable value to all stakeholders
becomes harder and harder.
The root cause of this staggering development speed is to be found in
the inherent management thinking and convictions that is to be
found in most organizations around the world including SSAB. It is in
many ways a flawed thinking when it comes to how to plan, operate and
develop a company.

SSAB ONE is our management philosophy that derives from
SSABs common vision, values and principles that if correctly
implemented will solve this problem. It is a long term transformation of
the whole company to reach a new level of performance.
This transformation is ongoing to some extent, but not everywhere and
not yet in a common enough way.

The SSAB ONE “All in” strategy is the plan to reach the
whole company, building a new common company
culture leading SSAB into the future.
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Top 3 success factors
1. Management driven.
The number one success factor is that the top management understands and shows leadership
that is in line with SSAB ONE and drives the change top down. The only ones that can change
the culture and drive system change are those who have influence over it, and those are the
managers. The target of achieving an organization that drives improvements bottom up is a
result of an SSAB ONE implementation top down.

2. SSAB ONE integrated in the strategy
As SSAB ONE is a management philosophy it can not be an entity on the side of the company
strategy. The SSAB ONE lens is instead to be used in all aspects of the strategy including the
way to deploy it through the organization. The SSAB ONE transformation plan needs to be a
natural part of the strategy and it describes how and in what speed to implement the new way
of working.

3. Management support
If the managers are supposed to drive the change themselves they need the correct support
from coaches with a high level of SSAB ONE understanding. The support should be as close to
the line management as possible to be able to coach in all management matters. The risk is
otherwise that SSAB ONE is only on a separate agenda and that the ordinary work continues
though inherent convictions conflicting with SSAB ONE.
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Top 5 estimated risks
Risk
1

Conviction and understanding
The top managers have not yet reached above the critical
level of SSAB ONE conviction and understanding.

2

Managers under pressure fall
back on old convictions

Solution
Secure high level of SSAB ONE support on both group and division level
management. Make SSAB ONE managers full members of the management
teams that they are supposed to support on all levels.
Continued training of top management.
CEO and the GEC make sure that SSAB ONE stays on top of the agenda in the
company. Also that the synergies in the combined company are realized in a
way that leads the company closer to the SSAB ONE future state.

Due to high pressure and challenges in the combined
company managers fall back on old convictions and what has
worked in the past.
(Mass production logic and “command and control”)

3

We don’t have time
The managers don’t feel they have the time to train and drive
SSAB ONE due to the challenges of the combination and
reaching the synergies.
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SSAB ONE FIVE – Not SSAB ONE
National or local thinking and culture is stronger than the
power of change with SSAB ONE. To high level of local
interpretation makes it SSAB FIVE instead of SSAB ONE.
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SSAB ONE – Not for sales
We don’t succeed with SSAB ONE in the commercial system as
this type of management thinking is far from tradition within
functions as sales or marketing.
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Putting the SSAB ONE organization in the management teams secures that
all management work will be challenged and pushed in the right direction
whilst the skills of the management teams are not yet mature. Then SSAB
ONE will be less of just separate activities and more integrated in the
ordinary work.
The training connected to the modules are mandatory but planned in the
best way possible to not overload the managers.
SSAB uses a common way to plan, train and follow up the SSAB ONE
transformation. The CEO and the GEC owns the plan and takes responsibility
for the commonality of SSAB ONE, the follow up and handling of deviations
from the plan.
Top sales managers work together to interpret and adapt the management
philosophy to solve the actual issues hindering the performance of sales.
We use an experienced coach to lead that work in a war room*
*War room – physical space to plan, operate and improve a critical area of
improvement

How SSAB drives the SSAB ONE transformation
► One common description of our management philosophy “SSAB ONE”
► The management philosophy is made tangible though 8 SSAB ONE modules
containing working methods and culture to build the new state step by step
in a structured way.

► We use the “Train the trainer” approach to secure that the implementation
is truly management driven starting at the top.
► We set a target for when all parts of the company should have
implemented all 8 modules in a sustainable way.
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4 common SSAB ONE components aligning
the transformation
Quality assured
process

Leadership and
management

Connected flow

Standardized work

House keeping

Total Productive
Maintenance

Culture and structure for continuous improvement

Start-up – future state SSAB ONE

The definition of our management
philosophy
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Our method in training and
workshops

Our way of following up the
progress

Our evaluation method and criteria's for
approved modules

2 moduler införda per år i alla arbetslag
Alla 8 moduler uppnådda 2018

Why

The Workshop "Culture and structure for continous
2.1 improvements" has been implemented with all employees
in its entirety.

So that all employees have been trained and have a common view of
what culture and structure for continous improvements means.

The manager is the trainer and trains the group in the
2.2 management philosophy and the structure of the
improvement work.

In order for SSAB ONE to succeed, a coaching leadership is required
where vision, values and principles are reflected in way the
manager’s act.

Managers, support functions and everyone in the group
contribute to a work environment (an environment free of
2.3 blame) where all deviations are captured and received as
opportunities for improvements.

An environment free from blame is necessary to enable problems to
be made visible and to create involvement and progress in the
improvement work.

0%

25%

50%

85%

The more often we follow up how we are doing, the closer to real time
we capture deviations. Also the pace in the improvment work is
affected by how often we meet and follow up how we stand and the
activities. The agenda and the clearly defined roles create a clarity in
what is expected. The active leadership gives support en secures that
the structure is maintained and being developed.

The team has regular improvement meetings (often
neccesary at least 1/week) where the planning and follow
2.6 up of improvement activities are done with the full
commitment and participation from everyone.

Everyone affected are given the opportunity to contribute to and
follow the ongoing improvement activities via a visual structure.

Gregoire was not attending - He will be trained trough the sales war room

x

x

x

x

x

A way to plan has been put into place that secures that the In order for everyone to be able to act from the idea that everyone has
group has time to do improvement work within the frame of two jobs, both resources and time must be secured for this. This way,
everyone can perform their tasks and together with the group to which
2.7 the ordinary work.
they belong, they can develop the way of working, solve problems and
improve results.

x

Managers and support functions support the group's
The group's work with improvements needs to be supported and the
improvement activities. Routines exist for lifting
escalation of activities must function to secure that the pace in the
deviations/suggestions for improvements to the next level improvement work is not stopped.
2.8 and they are applied in practice. Feedback on
progress/status/decisions regarding
deviations/suggestions for improvements lifted to the next
level is an ongoing process.

2.9

For deviations, where it is difficult to see the root cause or The ability to find the root cause and come up with good solution
where there are several proposals for alternative solutions, proposals will enable us to solve problems in a way that they will
the group uses a standardised method for problem solving. never occur again.

100% Proof/motivation

x

The team has and uses a visual structure for handling
A visual improvement work creates dedication and gives a common
deviations and improvement work with all necessary parts view on how we are doing compared to plan, which deviations are
relevant and which activities are important to work with. That we
2.4 from the SSAB standard for improvement boards.
have a similar structure everywhere creates recognition and eases
cooperation between departments.
The team has regular meetings for 'daily managment' or
'pulse meetings' (most often necessary on a 24h basis or
more often) with agenda, clearly defined roles and an
2.5 active leadership.

Established habit,
been working well > 1
year

Exist,
works well

ID Criteria

Exist,
works partially

Participants: GEC

Work method missing,
plan exist

Date: october
Department: GEC

Not implemented,
no plan

Culture & Structure for continous improvements

x

x

Result (mean value) 41%
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The module is considered approved when the rate is 75% or higher.

Status SSAB-ONE transformation Oct 2015
Comments

Initiated
activities

Workshop
conducted

Criteria fulfilled

Certified modules

26% (23%)

20% (17%)

12% (11%)

0% (1%)

22% (15%)

15% (13%)

10% (9%)

0% (0%)

6% (5%)

5% (4%)

4% (4%)

0% (0%)

SSAB
Group
functions

* Progress to fulfill criteria's
is only half the expected
speed (1%) and we are
behind plan
* Workshop progress speed
is faster that plan but all
divisions and functions are
behind
* Management attention
and ownership is insufficient

Comments
* Good workshop progress s this month.
* Common IT did both SU/FS & C&S in two levels
* Catch up plan is working
Comments

* Poor progress this month
* Nordic MT & Poland MT, SU/FS
* Swedish pilot MT, SU/FS + C&S , UK&Ireland pilot SU/FS
* Ambassadors. identified, training will start Nov

Sales
24% (23%)

20% (18%)

8% (8%)

0% (0%)

47% (46%)

34% (32%)

32% (30%)

2% (2%)

4% (0%)

3% (0%)

0% (0%)

0% (0%)

Europe

Special steels

Americas

Comments
* Onl y s mall progress since the last update (halfway through the period).
* Some management teams missing in the follow-up structure.
* In order to achieve follow-up driven by managers a new and more visual
template will be used integrated in the huddle structure i mplemented top down

Comments
• Good progress this month but we still need to pick up the pace i n order to
rea ch our objectives. Ca tch up plan needed.
• Fi rs t a udit this year performed.
• Broa d efforts related to connected flow this autumn
• Top ma nagement support needed for ongoing fl ow-improving projects.

Comments
* "All in strategy" plan is postponed till January 2016 for all

departments except some supportfunctions

19% (14%)

15% (11%)

9% (9%)

Tibnor
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0% (0%)

Comments
* High focus on Culture & Structure for continuous improvement.
*The daily huddles are becoming really good.
*Norway has completed Start-up future state in all their teams.
* Coaches risk becoming the bottle neck going forward

2 avslutande tips
 Det krävs en förändring ”top down” för att skapa en kultur

och struktur för förbättringsarbete ”bottom up”
 Köp aldrig engagemanget från era medarbetare – Visa dem

respekt och ge dem ett meningsfullt inflytande och
utvecklingsmöjligheter
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Reflektion och frågor

